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PHI DELTA TOPS 12 IN SCHOLASTIC RACE

Betza Zeta, 4 Year First Place, Beats Zeta Tau Alpha, 2 Year Third Place With 1.48

"C" IS AVERAGE GRADE Seniors Lead Other Classes In Standing; Juniors And Sophomores Follow

Betza Zeta, which for four years has held highest place among opportunities for scholarship honors, has slipped to sixth place, according to a compilation announced today by Miss Elizabeth Van Denburgh, registrar. Betza Zeta leads all undergraduates, 1.36 better than the average of any class, Delta Omega, which has been fifth place in a previous list, is now second with 1.51.

Five Phi Deltas are third with 1.52.

Betza Zeta is third with 1.53, Kappa Delta retains its position at the bottom of the list of twelve groups.

The average of Phi Delta's 4.0 is still lower than Zeta Tau Alpha's 4.08 from last year, when the latter group was second. "Zeta Tau's average is lower because she has only five students and lower standards than we have," said a Phi Delta official.

Last year was the first year that seniors were allowed to register as a senior and initiate new members from the freshman class, instead of as a senior and initiate new members from the sophomore class, according to the Phi Delta official.

In previous years, a scholarship average was kept for only seniors and betta Zeta.

The present announcement is based on a compilation of 11247 seniors, 1100 of whom were seniors, 111 of whom were juniors, and 111 of whom were sophomores who received an "A" grade.

The scores of each group are:

1 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.08
2 Delta Omega: 1.37
3 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.41
4 Omi Sigma Phi: 1.41
5 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.45
6 Delta Delta: 1.48
7 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.48
8 Kappa Delta: 1.51
9 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.52
10 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.53
11 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.55
12 Zeta Tau Alpha: 1.56

MARRIES RUSSIAN PRINCE

The marriage of the daughter of the late President of the Russian Federation to the son of the Russian President was announced today.

The princess, who is the daughter of the late President of the Russian Federation, was married yesterday in Moscow to the son of the Russian President.

The Russian President, who is the son of the late President of the Russian Federation, was present at the ceremony.
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MUSSELMANN WRITES AUTOBIOGRAPHY PRESENTING ONE SIDE OF THE QUESTION

Zola and His Time. By Matheo Josephson. 598 pgs.

PHONE, New York: Macmillan Company.

In the most gripping, most realistic, and most striking period of years, it had led the writer into a town... The climax of congestion was reached this week when a column... The Y.M.C.A. is interested in the problems... It is the beehive of student activity.

COMMUNICATIONS

GREETINGS TO THE NEWSPAPER

The paper should be a community newspaper, speaking for the community in its entirety... No free advertising.

THE PAPER NEWS

The Y.M.C.A. is interested in the problems... It is the beehive of student activity.

NO FREE ADVERTISING

No free advertising in this number.
TO FINISH PICTURES
A White Studio photographer from
New York city will return to finish up
the Pedagogue contract after the Chris­
tmas vacation.

EDITOR IN CHIEF
William M. French, '29, editor-in-chief
of the State College News, is recovering
in the Albany hospital from a minor opera­
tion.
French entered the hospital Tuesday.
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SPECIAL
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"Dependable Flowers"
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STEUBEN STREET
Corner James
Telephone 4-3773

MISS REDWAY TO GET
NEW MILNE HIGH POST

Miss Marion Redway, instructor in
Library science at the state college, is
being appointed as the head of the library
section at Milne High school.

TUXEDOS ARE STILL
IN STYLE, MEN SAY

German Club to Act
Tell Drama Monday

Part of the play "William Tell," by
Schiller, will be presented Monday
afternoon by the German club. Those
taking part in the play are: Adele Scholl, "29, Mildred Klein, ’30, Andrea Feltham, '30, and Agnes Rydberg, ’30.

"MEN WILL NOT FENCE"
Men have as yet taken advantage of the
"The present graceful lines of the
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FRESHMEN MEN PLACE CAPS IN MOTH BALLS

Freshmen men are taking advantage of College tradition by putting their rainCaps in moth balls and "going colledge." Sophomores have not yet provided the entering men with the toques which tradition says must be worn following the first snowfall. Snow having fallen, the toques go without heat covering, leaving the toques.

CHANGE MADE IN CAST

One change has been made in the dress-on-one-play to be held on Friday by the elementary dramatics class. Nothing in the arrangements was changed. Miss Wallace Stewell, chief of the costume
cast, said that part of Mr. Huggins in the comedy, "The Man Upstairs," in place of Royal Brown, '31.
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